
Monday November 26th  

Lesson 13 Vocabulary  
1 recalcitrant (ri KAL si truhnt) ADJ. stubborn; resisting authority or 

domination  

2 recourse (REE KORS) N. the act or instance of turning to someone or 

something for help  

3 recrimination (ri KRIM uh NAY shuhn) N. a bitter retort; a counter 

accusation  

4 rekindle (ree KIN duhl) V. to light or start up again  

Ch. 7 Lesson 5: Other Problem Subjects  
In each sentence, underline the subject and the form of the verb that 

agrees with it.  

1. The jury in this case (has, have) different opinions about a verdict.  

2. My family (is, are) planning to spend its vacation in Canada.  

 

Tuesday November 27th  

Lesson 13 Vocabulary  
5 reluctant (ri LUHK tuhnt) ADJ. unwilling; not inclined to do 

something  

6 renounce (ri NOWNS) V. to give up something formally, usually as a 

matter of principle  

7 repel (ri PEL) V. to drive away  

8 retract (ri TRAKT) V. to take back or withdraw  

Ch. 7 Lesson 5: Other Problem Subjects  
In each sentence, underline the subject and the form of the verb that 

agrees with it.  

3. The Student Activities Committee (reports, report) to the principal.  

4. Mathematics, the favorite subject of some students, (has, have) many 

divisions.  



Wednesday November 26th  

Lesson 13 Vocabulary  
9 retroactive (RET roh AK tiv) ADJ. acting upon or affecting that 

which is past  

10 retrograde (RET ruh GRAYD) ADJ. reverting to an earlier inferior 

condition  

11 retrogress (RET ruh GRAYD) V. to become worse; to go back to an 

earlier condition or stage  

12 retrospective (RET ruh SPEK tiv) ADJ. looking back on things gone 

by; applying to the past  

Ch. 7 Lesson 5: Other Problem Subjects  
In each sentence, underline the subject and the form of the verb that 

agrees with it.  

5. Five pounds of potatoes (costs, cost) only a dollar during the sale.  

6. The cast (is, are) discussing their roles in the upcoming play. 


